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What are 

values

?



What are values?
E.g., 

1. Students cheating in school exams. (Responsibility, Integrity)

2. Not giving your seat to a disabled or needy person. (Caring for others)

3. Never saying thank you to people around you. (gratitude)

4. Giving up easily because of minor setbacks (perseverance) 

5. Always being rude to people around you (Respect)

- They exist in our minds and guide
what we DO and SAY.

- They show what is important to
us and what is not.

- They define our personality

- Some values are in-built in us, esp
those prescribed by our cultures
and religions.

- Some values we learn, from our
families, friends and school.
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Value 
Education!
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Integrity
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This value encompasses a lot 

of other values such as 

honesty and responsibility 

because it essentially means 

“doing the right thing, even 

when no one is watching”. 



Examples of actions showing a lack of integrity 
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Cheating on your 
partner

Theft

Lying

Not offering help 
without rewards 

or recognition

Failing to keep 
your word / 

promises Backbiting/ 
speaking ill of 

others



Examples from our society- Taxi Scam (2015)
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- A taxi driver charged a Swiss

tourist HKD8000 for a trip from the

airport to a hotel in Hung Hom

- The average price for the route

should be HKD250-300.

- The incident happened around 2 am

and there was no one around. The

taxi driver made use of the situation.



Examples from our society- Child pornography & molestation (2018 &2019)

× James Lung, leader of ethnic
minority group, Southern
Democratic Alliance

× Indecently assaulted children
under 16

× Charged with possessing child
pornography
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Examples from our society- Cheating scandal (2019)
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- Husband of a

beloved Canto-

pop singer,

Sammi Cheng

- Was found

cheating on his

wife



1. Our focus:
Bribery 
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The examples shown vary in 

terms of severity but they all 

have a negative impact on the 

society we will live. 
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It is up to the
individual to
preserve
their
integrity and
always do the
right thing.
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Next week’s value

education activity

What: A talk from the ICAC

When: 30th May, 2019 @ 2:00 p.m.

(last 2 lessons)

Where: School gym

Who: Form 5 students

Why: To learn more about the

severity of corruption in HK and

what the ICAC does to keep Hong

Kong people (and their interest’s

safe).



Worksheet 

- 5-10 mins 

- About the cases we just learnt about

- Reflection,  not summary 

- Submit to your class teachers 

Post-task:
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Thank you!
Any questions?
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